
 

 

 

‘Once Upon a Time’  

Knowledge Organiser Spring 2024 

History: The swinging Sixties 
 Know of the significant 1960s decade and 

the link with British pop music and fashion.  

 Know the significance of the Beatles  

 Understand the significant of the Moon 

Landing and who Neil Armstrong was.  

  Understand how and why the decade 

brought change to people’s everyday lives. 

 

 

Key Vocabulary. 

Decade- a period of ten years 

Past-gone by in time and no longer existing 

Present-the period of time now occurring 

Source- a place, person, or thing from which 

something originates or can be obtained. 

 Fashion- a popular or the latest style of clothing, 

hair, decoration, or behaviour 

 The Beatles, John Lennon, moon landing, Neil 

Armstrong 

 

 

Everyday materials (Y1) Pupils should be taught to: 

 distinguish between an object and the material 

from which it is made  identify and name a variety 

of everyday materials, including wood, plastic, 

glass, metal, water, and rock  describe the simple 

physical properties of a variety of everyday 

materials  compare and group together a variety 

of everyday materials on the basis of their simple 

physical properties. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Science- Everyday Materials 

https://www.google.com/search?safe=active&sca_esv=591223588&rlz=1C1CHBF_en-GBGB1066GB1066&q=originates&si=ALGXSlbK6dNKc3P-z0hratVoTzWIJcT8FZ-eGDjDe5ELJlHjPmWH7xhzF8Q1DXhycYop0dzPgrKnlb9qeTuxhCEd1g2R7JksFGLKOqWCZds9lbAh3IPMe6o%3D&expnd=1


Art 

Art and Design has different styles through 

different time periods and that we are learning 

about new styles that began to emerge in the 

mid 20th Century. Artists Bridget Riley and 

Victor Vasarely and the style of Art called Op 

Art. Pop Art and the work of Roy Lichenstein 

and Andy Warhol 

                             

 
 

       
 

 

 

Geography 
To have knowledge and understanding of 

direction, movement, journey words – such as 

the ‘way’, the ‘route’, path; road; just before; 

forwards, straight on, return journey, oneway, 

circular, in the direction of, left and right; near 

and far. To know and understand vocabulary of 

North, South, East and West. To use ‘map 

symbols’ 

         

 

 

 
 

Design Technology 
Mechanics: Exploring sliders and movement: 

Children design, make and evaluate for a moving 

storybook Children know that sliders are used in a 

variety of ways through exploring a variety of 

different examples of moving story books. Children 

know that products are designed in different ways 

because of different ‘target markets’. 

 

 

 


